
Monitor arm key

F - Fixed monitor arm

M - Motion monitor arm

S - Slider mount

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Available mounting options

DC - Desk clamp

GM - Grommet mount

Customize the KataEX

As workstation needs change, so can the KataEX 
configurations. Additional components are sold 
separately:

Motion arms

Fixed arms

Stem arms 

25.99" pole (height includes base)

Slider mounts

Contact our Customer Service Department for compatibility 

and pricing for custom configurations.

KataEX3-FMS
Triple fixed + motion + slider monitor arm

$1,391
MODEL # KATAEX3-DC-FMS-_ _ _

MODEL # KATAEX3-GM-FMS-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
30.0" deep or less

26.32" outside arm extension

8.52" center arm extension

4.91" arm retraction

+90º/-45º monitor tilt (slider & standard mount)

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity (center arm)

2.5 lb.–18.5 lb. weight capacity (per outside arm)

15.99" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Specify a grommet mount or a desk  
clamp mount

26.63" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

KATAEX3-DC-FMS

Kata™EX3 Kata™EX4

KataEX4-FF
Quad fixed + fixed monitor arm

$1,496
MODEL # KATAEX4-DC-FF-_ _ _  

Grommet mount not available for this configuration.

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36.0" deep or less

24.77" arm extension

5.12" arm retraction

+90º/-45º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

25.99" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp mount only

49.54" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity. 
Note: monitor height/weight might limit size.

Warranty: Lifetime

KataEX4-FM
Quad fixed + motion monitor arm

$1,939
MODEL # KATAEX4-DC-FM-_ _ _ 

Grommet mount not available for this configuration.

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36.0" deep or less

25.26" arm extension

3.49" arm retraction

+90º/-45º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

4.0–20.0 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

25.99" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp mount only

53.22" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity. 
Note: monitor height/weight might limit size.

Warranty: Lifetime

KATAEX4-DC-FF KATAEX4-DC-FM
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KataEX4-FMS
Quad fixed + motion + slider monitor arm

$2,271
MODEL # KATAEX4-DC-FMS-_ _ _ 

Grommet mount not available for this configuration.

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36.0" deep or less

25.26" arm extension

3.49" arm retraction

+90º/-45º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

2.5 lb.–18.5 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

25.99" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp mount only

53.22" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity. 
Note: monitor height/weight might limit size.

Warranty: Lifetime

KataEX4-MS
Quad motion + slider monitor arm

$1,973
MODEL # KATAEX4-DC-MS-_ _ _ 

Grommet mount not available for this configuration.

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
30.0" deep or less

16.07" arm extension

5.86" arm retraction

+90º/-45º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

2.5 lb.–18.5 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

25.99" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp mount only

42.29" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity. 
Note: monitor height/weight might limit size.

Warranty: Lifetime

KATAEX4-DC-FMS KATAEX4-DC-MS

Monitor arm key

F - Fixed monitor arm

M - Motion monitor arm

S - Slider mount

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Available mounting options

DC - Desk clamp

Customize the KataEX

As workstation needs change, so can the KataEX 
configurations. Additional components are sold 
separately:

Motion arms

Fixed arms

Stem arms 

15.99" pole (height includes base)

Slider mounts

Contact our Customer Service Department for compatibility 

and pricing for custom configurations.

Kata™EX4

KataEX6-FF
Six fixed + fixed monitor arm

$1,858
MODEL # KATAEX6-DC-FF-_ _ _  

Grommet mount not available for this configuration.

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
30.0" deep or less

24.77" outside arm extension

8.52" center arm extension

5.12" arm retraction

+90º/-45º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity
(per arm) 

25.99" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp mount only

26.14" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity. 
Note: monitor height/weight might limit size.

Warranty: Lifetime

KATAEX6-DC-FF

Kata™EX6
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Monitor arm key

F - Fixed monitor arm

M - Motion monitor arm

S - Slider mount

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Available mounting options

DC - Desk clamp

Customize the KataEX

As workstation needs change, so can the KataEX 
configurations. Additional components are sold 
separately:

Motion arms

Fixed arms

Stem arms 

15.99" pole (height includes base)

Slider mounts

Contact our Customer Service Department for compatibility 

and pricing for custom configurations.

KataEX6-FMS
Six fixed + motion + slider monitor arm

$2,632
MODEL # KATAEX6-DC-FMS-_ _ _ 

Grommet mount not available for this configuration.

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
30.0" deep or less

26.32" outside arm extension

8.52" center arm extension

4.91" arm retraction

+90º/-45º monitor tilt (slider & standard mounts)

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity (per center arm) 

2.5 lb.–18.5 lb. weight capacity (per outside arm)

25.99" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp mount only

26.63" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity. 
Note: monitor height/weight might limit size.

Warranty: Lifetime

KATAEX6-DC-FMS

Kata™EX6 Kata™

Kata
Single monitor arm

$486
MODEL # KATA-DC- _ _ _   

MODEL # KATA-GM- _ _ _  

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36.0" deep or less

13.72" height adjustment range 
7.79"–21.51" (low/high)

22.40" arm extension

3.46" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

4.0 lb.–20.0 lb. weight capacity

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180° lock-out feature

Specify a grommet mount or a desk  
clamp mount

Tension adjustment indicator for precision 
installation

Partially assembled for quick installation

Integrated cord management

Integrated tool holder

Warranty: Lifetime

Kata2 conversion kit

Converts an existing Kata single 
monitor arm to a Kata2 dual arm.

Kit includes: 

One static arm

One motion arm

One dual base (specify a grommet 
mount or a desk clamp mount)

$428
MODEL # KATA2KIT-DC-_ _ _

MODEL # KATA2KIT-GM-_ _ _
Available in silver, black and white 

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Available mounting options

DC - Desk clamp

KATA-DC
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KATA2-DC

Kata™2

Kata2
Dual monitor arm

$914
MODEL # KATA2-DC- _ _ _

MODEL # KATA2-GM- _ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36.0" deep or less

13.72" height adjustment range 
7.79-21.47" (low/high)

22.41" arm extension

3.44" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

4.0 lb.–20.0 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180° lock-out feature

Specify a grommet mount or a desk  
clamp mount

Tension adjustment indicator for precision 
installation

Partially assembled for quick installation

Integrated cord management

Integrated tool holder 

42.04" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Available mounting options

DC - Desk clamp

GM - Grommet mount

Kata™2-MS

Kata2-MS
Dual monitor arm

$914

MODEL # KATA2-MS-DC- _ _ _   

MODEL # KATA2-MS-GM- _ _ _  

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
30.0" deep or less

13.72" height adjustment range 
3.53"–17.24" (low/high)

16.05" arm extension

6.36" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

2.5 lb.–18.5 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180° lock-out feature

Specify a grommet mount or a desk  
clamp mount

Tension adjustment indicator for precision 
installation

Partially assembled for quick installation

Integrated cord management

Integrated tool holder 

36.43" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Available mounting options

DC - Desk clamp

GM - Grommet mount

KATA2-MS-DC
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Monitor Arms

Evolve Series

Product shown: Evolve2-FM, 

Designer White worksurface

Evolve motion arms

Evolve configurations that include a motion arm 
(M) offer finger touch dynamic height adjustment. 
That means the monitor can reposition up and 
down with ease.

Evolve fixed arms

Evolve configurations using fixed arms (F) have 
manual height adjustment. They rotate left and 
right along the pole, offering flexibility with lateral 
adjustments.

Flexible growth

Because the Evolve is pole mounted, arms can be 
added as needed to support additional monitors.

Quality testing

Meets or exceeds BIFMA x5.5

Slider mount

Position virtually any monitor side-by-side with a 
slider. The slider (S) offers eight and a half inches 
of horizontal adjustability, so even monitors of 
varying sizes can be positioned flush.

Evolve1

Evolve Stubby
Single short fixed monitor arm

$323
MODEL # EVOLVE-STUBBY-_ _ _ 

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
24.0" deep or less

8.0" arm extension

8.0" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity

18.0" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

Warranty: Lifetime

Evolve1-F
Single fixed monitor arm

$393
MODEL # EVOLVE1-F-_ _ _

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
30.0" deep or less

12.82" arm extension

2.55" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity

19.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

Warranty: Lifetime

EVOLVE-STUBBY EVOLVE1-F
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Evolve1-FF
Single fixed + fixed monitor arm

$462
MODEL # EVOLVE1-FF-_ _ _

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
36.0" deep or less

23.10" arm extension

2.55" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity

19.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

Warranty: Lifetime

Evolve1-FM
Single fixed + motion monitor arm

$566
MODEL # EVOLVE1-FM-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
36.0" deep or less

23.17" arm extension

2.55" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

6.5 lb.–17.6 lb. weight capacity

19.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

Warranty: Lifetime

Monitor arm key

F - Fixed monitor arm

M - Motion monitor arm

S - Slider mount

EVOLVE1-FF EVOLVE1-FM

Silver  -SLV

Available arm finishes

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Customize the Evolve

As workstation needs change, so can the Evolve 
configurations. Additional components are sold 
separately:

Motion arms

Fixed arms

Stem arms 

29.70" pole (height includes base)

Slider mounts

Contact our Customer Service Department for compatibility 

and pricing for custom configurations.

Evolve1 Evolve1

Evolve1-M
Single motion monitor arm

$495
MODEL # EVOLVE1-M-_ _ _ 

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
30.0" deep or less

12.89" arm extension

2.55" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

6.5 lb.–17.6 lb. weight capacity

19.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

Warranty: Lifetime

EVOLVE1-M
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Evolve1-MS
Single motion + slider monitor arm

$565
MODEL # EVOLVE1-MS-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
30.0" deep or less

15.41" arm extension

5.07" arm retraction

+80º/-60º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

4.4 lb.–15.4 lb. weight capacity

19.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

Warranty: Lifetime

Monitor arm key

F - Fixed monitor arm

M - Motion monitor arm

S - Slider mount

EVOLVE1-MS

Silver  -SLV

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Evolve conversion kit - 1MS2MS

Converts an existing Evolve1-MS single monitor arm 
to an Evolve2-MS dual arm.

Kit includes:  
One slider 
One motion arm 
One arm stem

$428
MODEL # EVOLVEKIT-1MS2MS-_ _ _
Available in silver, black and white

Customize the Evolve

As workstation needs change, so can the Evolve 
configurations. Additional components are sold 
separately:

Motion arms

Fixed arms

Stem arms 

29.70" pole (height includes base)

Slider mounts

Contact our Customer Service Department for compatibility 

and pricing for custom configurations.

Evolve1 Evolve2

Evolve2-F
Dual fixed monitor arm

$632
MODEL # EVOLVE2-F-_ _ _ 

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
30.0" deep or less

18.2" arm extension

4.1" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

18.0" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

28.0" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

Evolve2-FF
Dual fixed + fixed monitor arm

$771
MODEL # EVOLVE2-FF-_ _ _

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
36.0" deep or less

23.10" arm extension

3.40" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

19.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

48.98" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

EVOLVE2-F EVOLVE2-FF
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Customize the Evolve

As workstation needs change, so can the Evolve 
configurations. Additional components are sold 
separately:

Motion arms

Fixed arms

Stem arms 

29.70" pole (height includes base)

Slider mounts

Contact our Customer Service Department for compatibility 

and pricing for custom configurations.

Evolve2-FM
Dual fixed + motion monitor arm

$932
MODEL # EVOLVE2-FM-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
36.0" deep or less

23.17" arm extension

3.22" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

6.5 lb.–17.6 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

19.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

49.11" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

Monitor arm key

F - Fixed monitor arm

M - Motion monitor arm

S - Slider mount

Evolve2-FS
Dual fixed + slider monitor arm

$786
MODEL # EVOLVE2-FS-_ _ _

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
30.0" deep or less

15.35" arm extension

5.74" arm retraction

+80º/-60º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 18.5 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

19.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

37.01" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

Silver  -SLV

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Evolve2

EVOLVE2-FS EVOLVE2-FM

Evolve2

Evolve2-M
Dual motion monitor arm

$839
MODEL # EVOLVE2-M-_ _ _ 

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
30.0" deep or less

18.4" arm extension

4.1" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

6.5 lb.–17.6 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

18.0" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

28.0" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

Evolve2-FMS
Dual fixed + motion + slider monitor arm

$1,133
MODEL # EVOLVE2-FMS-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
36.0" deep or less

25.69" arm extension

5.74" arm retraction

+80º/-60º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

4.4 lb.–15.4 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

19.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

57.69" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

EVOLVE2-FMS EVOLVE2-M
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Customize the Evolve

As workstation needs change, so can the Evolve 
configurations. Additional components are sold 
separately:

Motion arms

Fixed arms

Stem arms 

29.70" pole (height includes base)

Slider mounts

Contact our Customer Service Department for compatibility 

and pricing for custom configurations.

Evolve2-MS
Dual motion + slider monitor arm

$995
MODEL # EVOLVE2-MS-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
30.0" deep or less

15.41" arm extension

5.74" arm retraction

+80º/-60º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

4.4 lb.–15.4 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

19.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

37.14" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

Monitor arm key

F - Fixed monitor arm

M - Motion monitor arm

S - Slider mount

EVOLVE2-MS

Silver  -SLV

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Evolve2 Evolve3

Evolve3-FF
Triple fixed + fixed monitor arm

$939
MODEL # EVOLVE3-FF-_ _ _ 

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
30.0" deep or less

23.10" outside arm extension

6.48" center arm extension

3.40" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

19.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

24.11" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

EVOLVE3-FF
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Evolve3-FMS
Triple fixed + motion + slider monitor arm

$1,303
MODEL # EVOLVE3-FMS-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
30.0" deep or less

25.69" outside arm extension

6.48" center arm extension

5.74" arm retraction

+80º/-60º monitor tilt (slider mount) 
+90º/-25º monitor tilt (center mount)

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity (center arm) 

4.4 lb.–15.4 lb. weight capacity (per outside arm)

19.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

28.80" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

Customize the Evolve

As workstation needs change, so can the Evolve 
configurations. Additional components are sold 
separately:

Motion arms

Fixed arms

Stem arms 

29.70" pole (height includes base)

Slider mounts

Contact our Customer Service Department for compatibility 

and pricing for custom configurations.

Monitor arm key
F - Fixed monitor arm

M - Motion monitor arm

S - Slider mount

EVOLVE3-FMS

Silver  -SLV

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Evolve3 Evolve4

Evolve4-FF
Quad fixed + fixed monitor arm

$1,402
MODEL # EVOLVE4-FF-_ _ _ 

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
36.0" deep or less

23.10" arm extension

2.55" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

29.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

48.98" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity. 
Note: monitor height/weight might limit size.

Warranty: Lifetime

Evolve4-FM
Quad fixed + motion monitor arm

$1,815
MODEL # EVOLVE4-FM-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
36.0" deep or less

23.17" arm extension

2.55" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

6.5 lb.–17.6 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

29.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

49.11" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity. 
Note: monitor height/weight might limit size.

Warranty: Lifetime

EVOLVE4-FF EVOLVE4-FM
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Customize the Evolve

As workstation needs change, so can the Evolve 
configurations. Additional components are sold 
separately:

Motion arms

Fixed arms

Stem arms 

19.70" pole (height includes base)

Slider mounts

Contact our Customer Service Department for compatibility 

and pricing for custom configurations.

Evolve4-FMS
Quad fixed + motion + slider monitor arm

$2,126
MODEL # EVOLVE4-FMS-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
36.0" deep or less

25.69" arm extension

5.07" arm retraction

+80º/-60º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

4.4 lb.–15.4 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

29.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

57.61" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity. 
Note: monitor height/weight might limit size.

Warranty: Lifetime

Evolve4-MS
Quad motion + slider monitor arm

$1,847
MODEL # EVOLVE4-MS-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
30.0" deep or less

15.41" arm extension

5.07" arm retraction

+80º/-60º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

4.4 lb.–15.4 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

29.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

37.06" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity. 
Note: monitor height/weight might limit size.

Warranty: Lifetime

Monitor arm key

F - Fixed monitor arm

M - Motion monitor arm

S- Slider mount

EVOLVE4-FMS EVOLVE4-MS

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Evolve4 Evolve6

Evolve6-FF
Six fixed + fixed monitor arm

$1, 739
MODEL # EVOLVE6-FF-_ _ _ 

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
30.0" deep or less

23.10" outside arm extension

6.48" center arm extension

2.55" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

29.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

24.49" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity. 
Note: monitor height/weight might limit size.

Warranty: Lifetime

EVOLVE6-FF
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Evolve6-FMS
Six fixed + motion + slider monitor arm

$2,465
MODEL # EVOLVE6-FMS-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
30.0" deep or less

25.69" outside arm extension

6.48" center arm extension

5.07" arm retraction

+80º/-60º monitor tilt (slider mount) 
+90º/-25º monitor tilt (center mount)

±90º VESA rotation

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity (per center arm) 

4.4 lb.–15.4 lb. weight capacity (per outside arm)

9.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

28.81" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity. 
Note: monitor height/weight might limit size.

Warranty: Lifetime

Customize the Evolve

As workstation needs change, so can the Evolve 
configurations. Additional components are sold 
separately:

Motion arms

Fixed arms

Stem arms 

19.70" pole (height includes base)

Slider mounts

Contact our Customer Service Department for compatibility 

and pricing for custom configurations.

Monitor arm key

F- Fixed monitor arm

M- Motion monitor arm

S- Slider mount

EVOLVE6-FMS

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Evolve6 Evolve2Combo

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Evolve2Combo
Evolve2-FMS + LTH-Edge

$1,369
MODEL # EVOLVE2COMBO-SLV

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
36.0" deep or less

25.69" arm extension

+80°/-60° monitor tilt

±90° VESA rotation

4.4 lb. –15.4 lb. weight capacity (monitor supporting 
arm)

Up to 10.0 lb. weight capacity (laptop supporting 
arm)

19.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180° lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

57.69" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

EVOLVE2COMBO-SLV
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Evolve3Combo

Silver  -SLV

Available arm finishesEvolve3Combo
Evolve3-FMS + LTH-Edge

$1,539
MODEL # EVOLVE3COMBO-SLV

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces 
30.0" deep or less

25.69" outside arm extension

6.48" center arm extension

+80º/-60º monitor tilt (slider mount) 
+90º/-25º monitor tilt (center mount)

±90° VESA rotation

4.4 lb. –15.4 lb. weight capacity  
(outside monitor supporting arm)

Up to 20.0 lb. weight capacity  
(middle monitor supporting arm)

Up to 10.0 lb. weight capacity  
(laptop supporting arm)

19.70" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180° lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

28.80" max. monitor width  
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

EVOLVE3COMBO-SLV

Product shown: Edge2-MS, 

Designer White worksurface

180º lock-out

Prevents the arm from getting pushed back too far 
and bumping into a rear cubicle, wall, or glass.

VESA quick release

Quickly install and swap monitors with the quick 
release VESA plate.

Conversion

Reuse most of the parts in your single Edge

arm when you convert up to the dual Edge2 with 
our simple kit. Conversion kit sold separately.

Quality testing

Meets or exceeds BIFMA x5.5 and CSA 
CAN/CGSB44.227 guidelines.

Monitor arms

Edge® Series
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Edge
Single monitor arm

$455
MODEL # EDGE-_ _ _

Edge®

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36.0" deep or less

12.09" height adjustment range 
7.68"–19.78" (low/high)

21.55" arm extension

3.22" arm retraction

±90º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

6.5 lb.–17.6 lb. weight capacity

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

Warranty: Lifetime

Edge2 conversion kit

Converts an existing Edge single 
monitor arm to an Edge2 dual arm

Kit includes: 

One fixed arm

One motion arm

One dual base

One clamp mount

One grommet mount

$463
MODEL # EDGE2KIT-_ _ _
Available in silver, black and white

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

EDGE

Edge2
Dual monitor arm

$856
MODEL # EDGE2-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36.0" deep or less

12.09" height adjustment range 
7.68"–19.00" (low/high)

21.55" arm extension

3.22" arm retraction

±90º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

6.5 lb.–17.6 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

41.08" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right,   
Max width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Edge  2

EDGE2

®
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Edge2-MS
Dual monitor arm

$856
MODEL # EDGE2-MS-_ _ _

Edge2  -MS

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
30.0" deep or less

10.58" height adjustment range 
3.76"–14.34" (low/high)

15.41" arm extension

5.74" arm retraction

+80º/-60º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

4.4 lb.–15.4 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

28.00" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

EDGE2-MS

®

Edge2-Max
Dual monitor arm

$878
MODEL #EDGE2-MAX-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36.0" deep or less 

14.14" height adjustment range 
9.52"–22.80" (low/high)

28.51" arm extension 

7.50" arm retraction

±55º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

12.0 lb.–38.5 lb. weight capacity 
(combined weight of both monitors)

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

25.18" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

Edge  2-Max

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

EDGE2-MAX

®
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Edge-Max
Heavy duty single monitor arm

$689
MODEL # EDGE-MAX-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36.0" deep or less

Recommended for heavy monitors and 
all-in-one computers

14.04" height adjustment range 
9.20"–23.30" (low/high)

25.19" arm extension

4.15" arm retraction

+85º/-35º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

17.6 lb.–42.0 lb. weight capacity

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

Warranty: Lifetime

Edge-Max Dual conversion kit

Converts an existing Edge-Max single monitor  
arm to an Edge-Max-Dual arm.

Kit includes: 

One fixed arm

One motion arm

One dual base

One clamp mount

One grommet mount

$690
MODEL # EDGE-MAX-DUAL-KIT

Available finishes:

Edge  -Max 

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

EDGE-MAX

® Edge  -Max Dual 

Edge-Max-Dual
Heavy duty dual monitor arm

$1,377
MODEL # EDGE-MAX-DUAL-SLV

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36.0" deep or less

Recommended for heavy monitors and 
all-in-one computers

14.16" height adjustment range 
9.89"–24.05" (low/high)

25.18" arm extension 

4.14" arm retraction

+85º/-35º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

17.6 lb.–42.0 lb. weight capacity (per arm)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

51.18" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

EDGE-MAX-DUAL

®
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Edge-Wall
Wall-mounted single monitor arm

$455
MODEL # EDGE-WALL-SLV

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

For wall mount applications

12.0" height adjustment range

22.0" arm extension

2.6" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

6.5 lb.–17.6 lb. weight capacity

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

Warranty: Lifetime

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

EDGE-WALL

Edge  -Wall ®

Edge-Slat
Slat-mounted single monitor arm

$461
MODEL # EDGE-SLAT-SLV

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

For slat wall applications 0.8"–2.8" wide

12.0" height adjustment range

13.0" arm extension

2.6" arm retraction

+90º/-25º monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

6.5 lb.–17.6 lb. weight capacity

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

Warranty: Lifetime

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

EDGE-SLAT

Edge  -Slat ®
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Edge2Combo
Edge2 + LTH-Edge

$1,092
MODEL # EDGE2-COMBO-SLV

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36.0" deep or less

12.09" height adjustment range 
7.68"–19.00" (low/high)

21.55" arm extension

±90°/-25 monitor tilt

±90° VESA rotation

6.5 lb.–17.6 lb. weight capacity (monitor supporting 
arm)

1.1 lb.–12.2 lb. weight capacity (laptop supporting 
arm)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180° lock-out feature

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

41.08" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Warranty: Lifetime

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

EDGE2-COMBO

Edge2Combo 

Monitor Arms

Sena™ Series
Product shown: SenaEX3-FMS, 

Victory-LX 3-Leg, FlexCharge 4

Proprietary design

Sena has been uniquely designed by the Fellowes 
Design Team

SenaEX motion arms

SenaEX configurations that include a motion arm 
(M) offer finger touch dynamic height adjustment. 
That means the monitor can reposition up and 
down with ease.

SenaEX fixed arms

SenaEX configurations using fixed arms (F) have 
manual height adjustment. They rotate left and 
right along the pole, offering flexibility with lateral 
adjustments.

Flexible growth

Because the SenaEX is pole mounted, arms can be 
added as needed to support additional monitors.

Quality testing

Meets or exceeds ANSI/BIFMA x5.5 guidelines.
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Sena™EX1

SenaEX1-F
Single fixed monitor arm

$296
MODEL # SENAEX1-F-_ _ _

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
30" deep or less

12.93" arm extension

2.89" arm retraction

+75° / -35° monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

2.2lb. - 19.8lb weight capacity (per arm)

16" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180° lock-out feature

360° rotation at three points

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

Meets or exceeds BIFMA x5.5 guidelines

Warranty: Lifetime

SenaEX1-FF
Single fixed + fixed monitor arm

$376
MODEL # SENAEX1-FF-_ _ _

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36" deep or less

22.97" arm extension

2.89" arm retraction

+75° / -35° monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

2.2lb. - 19.8lb weight capacity (per arm)

16" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180° lock-out feature

360° rotation at three points

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

Meets or exceeds BIFMA x5.5 guidelines

Warranty: Lifetime

SENAEX1-DC-F SENAEX1-DC-FF

Sena™EX1

SenaEX1-FM
Single fixed + motion monitor arm

$448
MODEL # SENAEX1-FM-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36" deep or less

12.68" height adjustment range

12.93" arm extension

2.89" arm retraction

+75° / -35° monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

2.2lb. - 19.8lb weight capacity (per arm)

16" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180° lock-out feature

360° rotation at three points

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

Meets or exceeds BIFMA x5.5 guidelines

Warranty: Lifetime

SenaEX1-M
Single motion monitor arm

$381
MODEL # SENAEX1-M-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
30" deep or less

12.68" height adjustment range

15.26" arm extension

2.89" arm retraction

+75° / -35° monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

2.2lb. - 19.8lb weight capacity (per arm)

16" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180° lock-out feature

360° rotation at three points

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

Meets or exceeds BIFMA x5.5 guidelines

Warranty: Lifetime

SENAEX1-FM SENAEX1-M

Monitor arm key

F - Fixed monitor arm

M - Motion monitor arm

S - Slider mount

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

SENAEX1-F SENAEX1-FF
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Sena™EX2

SenaEX2-F
Dual fixed monitor arm

$479
MODEL # SENAEX2-F-_ _ _ 

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
30" deep or less

12.93" arm extension

+75° / -35° monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

2.2lb. - 19.8lb weight capacity (per arm)

16" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180° lock-out feature

270° / 135° arm rotation with 180° lock-out

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

25.98" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  

Meets or exceeds BIFMA x5.5 guidelines

Warranty: Lifetime.

SenaEX2-FF
Dual fixed + fixed monitor arm

$618
MODEL # SENAEX2-FF-_ _ _

Features

Manual height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36" deep or less

22.97" arm extension

+75° / -35° monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

2.2lb. - 19.8lb weight capacity (per arm)

16" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180° lock-out feature

270° / 135° arm rotation with 180° lock-out

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

46.06" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  

Meets or exceeds BIFMA x5.5 guidelines

Warranty: Lifetime.

SENAEX2-F SENAEX2-FF

SenaEX2-FMS
Dual fixed + motion + slider monitor arm

$891
MODEL # SENAEX2-FMS-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36" deep or less

12.68" height adjustment range

27.15" arm extension

4.7" arm retraction

+/-60° monitor tilt

±90º VESA rotation

2.2lb. - 19.8lb weight capacity (per arm)

16" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

270° / 135° arm rotation with 180° lock-out

56.22" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

Meets or exceeds BIFMA x5.5 guidelines

Warranty: Lifetime.

SENAEX2-FMSSENAEX2-FM

SenaEX2-FM
Dual fixed + motion monitor arm

$781
MODEL # SENAEX2-FM-_ _ _

Features

Finger touch dynamic height adjustment

Recommended for worksurfaces  
36" deep or less

12.68" height adjustment range

25.30" arm extension

2.89" arm retraction

+75° / -35° monitor tilt

+/-90° VESA rotation

2.2lb. - 19.8lb weight capacity (per arm)

16" pole height (includes base)

VESA 75mm/100mm quick release

180º lock-out feature

270° / 135° arm rotation with 180° lock-out

50.7" max. monitor width 
Bezel measured left to right.  
Max. width is contingent on weight capacity.

Desk clamp and grommet mount included

Meets or exceeds BIFMA x5.5 guidelines

Warranty: Lifetime.

Monitor arm key

F - Fixed monitor arm

M - Motion monitor arm

S - Slider mount

Available arm finishes

Silver  -SLV

Black  -BLK 

White  -WHT

Sena™EX2
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